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Partnering for Successful Commercialization

• Co-Development, Co-Commercialization 
and Co-Promotion agreements

• Profit-sharing mechanisms

• Securing commercial suppliers and 
distributors

• Securing advisory board members and 
key opinion leaders
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Co-Development, Co-Commercialization and 
Co-Promotion Agreements
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• Reasons to Co-Develop 
– Can be an attractive way to share risk/return
– Biotech retains role/input in development activities
– Biotech obtains Pharma partner’s expertise in clinical/regulatory

• Things to consider
– What each party will contribute (and what it won’t – retained rights)
– Control/decision-making
– Who owns what is likely to be developed
– Cost allocation and equitable compensation for each party
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Co-Development Agreements



• Reasons to Co-Commercialize and Co-Promote

– Biotech can leverage the deal to build a sales force

– Market value

– May include profit-sharing 

• Things to consider

– Co-commercial activities vs. co-promote

– Option vs. obligation

– Cost sharing doesn’t mean joint responsibility

 Only one party can hold the regulatory approval

 Parties may co-promote, but only one party can book sales
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Co-Commercialization and Co-Promotion Agreements



Shaping the Deal and Retaining Value

• Key Topics and Issues
– Development and Commercialization

– Ownership of IP 

– Licensed IP and License Grants 

– Exclusivity

– Governance

– Retaining flexibility for future M&A

– Unwinding the collaboration

– Economic considerations
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Development and Commercialization

• Who does what in terms of Development or 
Commercialization?

• How do you ensure that parties perform 
Development and Commercialization 
Activities?
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Ownership of IP

• Ownership follows invention?

• All developments are jointly owned?

• Each party owns modifications to its 
background IP; all other developments 
are jointly owned (or ownership of other 
IP follows invention)?

• The parties own IP in separately defined 
fields?
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Licensed IP and License Grants

• Licensed IP
– A key area to retain value

– Should this include just Background IP, or also Future IP (including Acquiror IP)?

• License Grants
– Cross-licenses to permit research and development activities contemplated in 

collaboration.

– Biotech grants exclusive commercialization license (subject to retained rights)

 May be limited to a particular territory.  

– If co-commercialization agreement, Partner grants cross-license to permit 
commercialization activities
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Exclusivity

• If the relationship will be mutually exclusive, then the boundary of this 
exclusivity needs to be carefully defined
– A class of molecules (e.g., a particular mechanism of action)?

– What duration?  (For example, only during a “research term”, or the life of the 
agreement?)

– Is competitive research OK, but not clinical development?

• Address change of control implications; this cannot become an 
acquisition poison pill
– Carve-out from exclusivity provisions for acquirer’s drug development and 

commercial programs in existence as of the acquisition 
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Governance

• Included as part of every collaboration agreement for input or decision 
making over operational issues (not all disputes under the agreement) 

• Typical flow 
– Unanimous decisions at committee level

– Escalation process

– Final decision by one party (specific issues or overall), independent expert, 
arbitration, etc.

– Goal: Process for rapid and effective resolution of disagreements arising from 
collaboration
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Unwinding the Collaboration

• Consequence of termination should almost 
always vary with the reason for termination.  

• Here are some critical issues to consider:
‒ Continued right to sell Product and existing 

inventory

‒ Ownership of regulatory documents

‒ Rights to clinical data and new IP

‒ Manufacturing

‒ Ongoing clinical trials

‒ Key contracts with service providers
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Allowing for Flexibility for Future M&A
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• Maintain value and ability to be acquired

– Exclusivity covenants

– ROFR and ROFN

– Termination 

– Limitations on assignment

– Assignment/Change of Control Fees

– Acquiror IP



Economic Considerations
• Who is funding development?  Each 

party pays their own costs? One party 
funding development?

• Economics around commercialization:
– Royalties

– Upfront, Annual and/or Milestone 
Payments

– Profit Sharing

– Other Forms of Consideration: equity or 
loans

• Other Considerations
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Profit Sharing Mechanisms
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Profit Share - Overview

• Profit Share: Opportunity for a “risk-shared” 
asset 
– Sharing of development and launch 

costs, ideally with cost caps for Biotech
– Paid as long as product is sold – no 

equivalent royalty term
• Different structures

– Obligation vs. Option

– Profit sharing and royalty split by territory

– Fixed vs. adjustable profit share
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Profit Share - Things to consider

• Be mindful of pharma partner’s ability to incur costs without company’s consent. 

• Consider options for Biotech in the event of potential funding limitations.

• Consider and balance decision-making and operational responsibilities with 

profit/loss allocation

• Change of control implications.
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Supply and Manufacturing Agreements
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Securing Commercial Supply
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• Timing
• Exclusivity
• Pricing
• Intellectual Property Issues



Supply & Manufacturing Agreements – Buyer Beware
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• Non-conforming Product
• Supply Failure
• Termination
• Change of Control



Distribution Agreements
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Distribution Agreements – Key Terms

• Exclusivity
– Distributors often ask for exclusivity in a territory. 

– Consider restricting Distributor’s ability to market competing products. 

• Distributor Responsibilities
– Importing/exporting

– Keeping company apprised of commercialization plan, marketing materials, etc.

• Trademarks
– Distributor will only use marks as designated by customer.
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Distribution Agreements – Key Terms

• Pricing Approval: If Distributor is responsible for obtaining Pricing Authorization and 
Reimbursement Authorization:

– Should be in partnership with company. 

– Distributor will inform company prior to public disclosure of any regulatory 
communications or decisions (including price).

• Regulatory Approval: If Distributor is responsible for obtaining Regulatory Approval in 
certain territory, should not be permitted to seek approval in new indications without 
Company’s consent.
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Distribution Agreements – Key Terms

• Distributor Purchase Price: Often X% of sales, broken into initial installment and 
residual installment. 

• Forecasting
– Long-range forecast upon execution of agreement. Shorter-term forecast on a 

quarterly basis.

• Intellectual Property
– Company to own all improvements to company Intellectual Property, data and 

promotional materials generated by Distributor in connection with its activities under 
the Agreement.
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Advisor Agreements
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Advisor Agreements – Overview

• For individuals, consider appropriate form of agreement: consulting agreement vs. 
advisory board agreement.

• If academic affiliate, check IP policy.

• If engaging a vendor, read fine print about what you are permitted to do with any 
reports that are generated.

• Certain states require some form of payment in the contract for IP assignment to be 
valid.

• If engaging a physician as an advisor, bear in mind that anti-kickback statutes contain 
certain prohibitions around recommending a drug that is funded by a federal program.
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Thank You


